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JAPAN IN LINE FOR MHP
ARIB Decision on GEM Opens the Way for Global
Interactive Television Standard.
Geneva – 12th September 2003 – The Japanese television standards organisation
ARIB’s decision to adopt a new DVB-GEM based ARIB Standard B-23 “Application
Execution Engine Platform for Digital Broadcasting” sets the scene for MHP to be
recognised as the true world standard for interactive television (iTV) applications,
services and content. The move by ARIB will allow MHP based interactive services
to run on ISDB (Japan’s digital television system) networks.
GEM offers a means of ensuring that MHP applications can be carried over networks
other than DVB. In territories where DVB has not been adopted, and therefore where
the original MHP standard cannot be fully implemented, application interoperability is
assured by combining MHP based GEM with the appropriate specifications with
similar functionality from another body to produce a GEM receiver.
The next stage in the process is to finalise the next version of DVB’s GEM
specification including the elements necessary to ensure interoperability with ARIBGEM based receivers. While certain issues need to be resolved by DVB and ARIB
experts, the result will be a significant boost for iTV developers around the world.
Japan's satellite broadcasting market is divided between ISDB-S and DVB-S
systems. Interactive applications running on ISDB-S services in Japan are currently
based on BML (Broadcast Mark-up Language). GEM will provide a much needed
support for procedural content in ISDB iTV.
ARIB’s move was strongly welcomed by Peter MacAvock, Executive Director, DVB
Project Office. Commenting on the decision he stated "GEM's aim is to harmonise
middleware systems in order to promote application interoperability - write an
application once and it will run on any DVB-MHP GEM based terminal. We
congratulate ARIB on this significant step”.
The momentum for global acceptance of MHP began with the adoption of the
standard by CableLabs. MHP is at the core of its OCAP specification (OpenCable
Application Platform), providing a common platform for interactive television services
for the US cable industry. This has led to the more recent efforts on harmonisation of
iTV standards between CableLabs and the ATSC, largely based on the GEM
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specification, to facilitate the mass deployment of MHP authored services in the US.
The International Telecommunications Union is also working on the harmonisation of
API systems, again largely based on the GEM specification.
Adoption of MHP’s core across markets will promote greater economies of scale for
manufacturers of set-top boxes and digital TVs. It will also provide enhanced
commonality of broadcast infrastructures that will promote competition and generate
cost savings.
Background
The DVB Project
The Digital Video Broadcasting Project (DVB) is an industry-led consortium of over 250 broadcasters,
manufacturers, network operators, software developers, regulatory bodies and others in over 35
countries committed to designing global standards for the delivery of digital television and data
services. The DVB standards cover all aspects of digital television from transmission through
interfacing, conditional access and interactivity for digital video, audio and data. The consortium
came together in 1993 to create unity in the march towards global standardisation, interoperability and
future proofing.
To date, there are numerous broadcast services using DVB standards. There are hundreds of
manufacturers offering DVB compliant equipment, which is already in use around the world. DVB
dominates the digital broadcasting world. A host of other services is also on-air with DVB-T, DVB-S
and DVB-C including data on the move and high-bandwidth Internet over the air. Further information
about DVB can be found at: www.dvb.org.
DVB Multimedia Home Platform (MHP)
DVB-MHP was ratified in 2000 by the DVB Steering Board and was formally adopted by the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) (ETSI TS 101 812 (MHP)). This action paved the way
for the deployment of the open standard API (Application Program Interface), which now facilitates
seamless services across broadcast, telecommunications and computer platforms. MHP defines a
generic interface between interactive digital applications and the terminals on which those
applications execute. The standard enables digital content providers to address all types of terminals
ranging from low to high-end set-top boxes, IDTVs and multimedia PCs. With MHP, DVB extends its
successful open standards for broadcast and interactive services in all transmissions networks
including satellite, cable terrestrial and wireless systems. With the launch of the MHP conformance
testing regime, MHP implementations are now commercially available. Further information on MHP
can be found at: www.mhp.org.
Globally Executable MHP (GEM)
The DVB-MHP GEM specification, standardised by ETSI (TS 102 819), is set to become the first ever common
world-wide standard for interactive television. The GEM specification defines the APIs, protocols and content
formats that can be relied upon in all interactive television standards and specifications that support globally
interoperable MHP applications.
GEM provides a means of ensuring that MHP applications can be carried over networks other than DVB. Where
DVB has not been adopted, and therefore where the full MHP standard cannot be implemented, application
interoperability can be assured by combining MHP based GEM with the appropriate specifications from another
body to produce a GEM receiver.
ARIB
The Association of Radio Industries and Businesses (ARIB) was chartered by the Minister of Posts and
Telecommunications as a public service corporation on 15 May 1995. Its activities include those previously
performed by the Research and Development Center for Radio Systems (RCR) and Broadcasting Technology
Association (BTA).
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ARIB was established in response to several trends such as the growing internationalisation of
telecommunications, the convergence of telecommunications and broadcasting, and the need for promotion of
radio-related industries. ARIB's goal is to advance rapidly the use of radio technology for the benefit of society.
This is done by integrating knowledge and experience in various fields of radio use such as broadcasting and
telecommunications, research and development in radio technology, and serving as a standards development
organisation for radio technology.

DVB and MHP are registered trademarks of the DVB Project.
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